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Abstract
In this article we developed a new block encryption algorithm based on networks PES16-1 and RFWKPES16-1
using of the transformations of the encryption algorithm AES, which is called AES-PES16-1 and AES-RFWKPES16-1.
The block’s length of this encryption algorithm is 256 bits, the number of rounds are 10, 12 and 14. The advantages of the encryption algorithms are that, when encryption and decryption process used the same algorithm. In
addition, the encryption algorithm AES-PES16-1 encrypts faster than AES
Keywords: Advanced Encryption Standard; Feystel Network; Lai-Massey Scheme; Round Function; Round Keys;
Output Transformation.

1

Introduction

In September 1997, the National Institute of Standards and Technology issued a public call for proposals for a new
block cipher to succeed the Data Encryption Standard [28]. Out of 15 submitted algorithms the Rijndael cipher by
Daemen and Rijmen [11] was chosen to become the new Advanced Encryption Standard in November 2001 [27]. The
Advanced Encryption Standard is a block cipher with a fixed block length of 128 bits. It supports three different
key lengths: 128 bits, 192 bits, and 256 bits. Encrypting a 128-bit block means transforming it in n rounds into a
128-bit output block. The number of rounds n depends on the key length: n =10 for 128-bit keys, n =12 for 192-bit
keys, and n=14 for 256-bit keys. The 16-byte input block (t0 , t1 , · · · , t15 ) which is transformed during encryption is
usually written as a 4x4 byte matrix, the called AES State.

The structure of each round of AES can be reduced to four basic transformations occurring to the elements of the
State. Each round consists in applying successively to the State the SubBytes(), ShiftRows(), MixColumns() and
AddRoundKey() transformations. The first round does the same with an extra AddRoundKey() at the beginning
whereas the last round excludes the MixColumns() transformation.
The SubBytes() transformation is a nonlinear byte substitution that operates independently on each byte of the
State using a substitution table (S-box). Figure 1 illustrates the SubBytes() transformation on the State.
In the ShiftRows() transformation operates on the rows of the State; it cyclically shifts the bytes in each row by
a certain offset. For AES, the first row is left unchanged. Each byte of the second row is shifted one to the left.
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Figure 1: SubBytes() transformation

Figure 2: ShiftRows() transformation

Similarly, the third and fourth rows are shifted by offsets of two and three respectively. Figure 2 illustrates the
ShiftRows() transformation.
The MixColumns() transformation operates on the State column-by-column, treating each column as a four-term
polynomial. The columns are considered as polynomials over GF(28 ) and multiplied modulo x4 + 1 with a fixed
polynomial a(x), given by a(x) = 3x2 + x2 + x + 2. Let p = a(x) ⊗ s0 :

 0
 

p4i
s4i
02 03 01 01
 p4i+1   01 02 03 01   s0


  4i+1 
 
 p4i+2  =  01 01 02 03   s04i+2  , i = 0...3
03 01 01 02
p4i+3
s04i+3
As a result of this multiplication, the four bytes in a column are replaced by the following:
y4i = ({02} • s04i ) ⊕ ({03} • s04i+1 ) ⊕ s04i+2 ⊕ s04i+3
y4i+1 = s04i ⊕ ({02} • s04i+1 ) ⊕ ({03} • s04i+2 ) ⊕ s04i+3
y4i+2 = s04i ⊕ s04i+1 ⊕ ({02} • s04i+2 ) ⊕ ({03} • s04i+3 )
y4i+4 = ({03} • s04i ) ⊕ s04i+1 ⊕ s04i+2 ⊕ ({02} • s04i+3 ).
Figure 3 illustrates the MixColumns() transformation.

Figure 3: MixColumns() transformation
In the AddRoundKey() transformation, a round key is added to the State by a simple bitwise XOR operation.
Figure 4 illustrates the AddRoundKey() transformation.
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Figure 4: AddRoundKey() transformation

2

Analysis of AES, PES and IDEA

The first attack is a SQUARE attack suggested in [14] which uses 2128 - 2119 chosen plaintexts and 2120 encryptions.
The second attack is a meet-in-the-middle attack proposed in [15] that requires 232 chosen plaintexts and has a time
complexity equivalent to almost 2128 encryptions. Recently, another attack on 7-round AES-128 was presented in
[1]. The new attack is an impossible differential attack that requires 2117.5 chosen plaintexts and has a running time
of 2121 encryptions. Similar results, but with better attack algorithms and lower complexities were reported in [41].
The resulting impossible differential attack on 7-round AES-192 has a data complexity of 292 chosen plaintexts and
time complexity of 2162 encryptions, while the attack on AES-256 uses 2116.5 chosen plaintexts and running time of
2247.5 encryptions.
There are several attacks on AES-192 [1, 13, 14, 24, 29, 41]. The two most notable ones are the SQUARE attack
on 8-round AES-192 presented in [14] that requires almost the entire code book and has a running time of 2188
encryptions and the meet in the middle attack on 7-round AES-192 in [13] that requires 234+n chosen plaintexts and
has a running time of 2208−n + 282+n encryptions. Legitimate values for n in the meet in the middle attack on AES192 are 94 < n < 17, thus, the minimal data complexity is 251 chosen plaintexts (with time complexity equivalent
to exhaustive search), and the minimal time complexity is 2146 (with data complexity of 297 chosen plaintexts).
AES-256 is analyzed in [1, 13, 14, 24, 41]. The best attack is the meet in the middle attack in [13] which uses 232
chosen plaintexts and has a total running time of 2209 encryptions. Finally, we would like to note the existence of
many related-key attacks on AES-192 and AES-256. As the main issue of this paper is not related-key attacks, and
as we deal with the single key model, we do not elaborate on the matter here, but the reader is referred to [42] for the
latest results on related-key impossible differential attacks on AES and to [18] for the latest results on related-key
rectangle attacks on AES.
The strength of AES with respect to impossible differentials was challenged several times. The first attack of this
kind is a 5-round attack presented in [4]. This attack is improved in [10] to a 6-round attack. In [29], an impossible
differential attack on 7-round AES-192 and AES-256 is presented. The latter attack uses 292 chosen plaintexts (or
292.5 chosen plaintexts for AES-256) and has a running time of 2186 encryptions (or 2250.5 encryptions for AES256). The time complexity of the latter attack was improved in [41] to 2162 encryptions for AES-192. In [1] a new
7-round impossible differential attack was presented. The new attack uses a different impossible differential, which
is of the same general type as the one used in previous attacks (but has a slightly different structure). Using the
new impossible differential leads to an attack that requires 2117.5 chosen plaintexts and has a running time of 2121
encryptions. This attack was later improved in [2, 41] to use 2115.5 chosen plaintexts with time complexity of 2119
encryptions.
The last application of impossible differential cryptanalysis to AES was the extension of the 7-round attack
from [1] to 8-round AES-256 in [41]. The extended attack has a data complexity of 2116.5 chosen plaintexts and time
complexity of 2247.5 encryption. We note that there were three more claimed impossible differential attacks on AES
in [7, 8, 9]. However, as all these attacks are flawed. In paper [23] present a new attack on 7-round AES-128, a new
attack on 7-round AES-192, and two attacks on 8-round AES-256. The attacks are based on the attacks proposed
in [1, 29] but use additional techniques, including the early abort technique and key schedule considerations.
The best attack we present on 8-round AES-256 requires 289.1 chosen plaintexts and has a time complexity of
129.7
2
memory accesses. These results are significantly better than any previously published impossible differential
attack on AES. We summarize results along with previously known results in Table 1.
The Proposed Encryption Standard (PES) is a 64-bit block cipher, using a 128-bit key, designed by Lai and
Massey in 1990 (see [21]) and was a predecessor to IDEA (International Data Encryption Algorithm) [20]. IDEA was
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Table 1: A Summary of the Attacks on AES
Number of rounds
AES-128
7
7
7
7
7
AES-192
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
7
7
AES-256
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
7
7
8
8

complexity
Data (CP)

Time

Attack type

2128 - 2119
2117.5
2117.5
232
2112.2

2120
2121
2119
2128
2117.2 MA

Square [14]
Impossible Differential [14]
Impossible Differential [2, 41]
Meet in the middle [15]
Impossible Differential [23]

232
19 · 232
292
2115.5
292
234+n
2128 − 2119
2113.8
291.2

2184
2155
2186.2
2119
2162
2208−n + 282+n
2188
2118.8 MA
2139.2

Square [24]
Square [14]
Impossible Differential [29]
Impossible Differential [41]
Impossible Differential [41]
Meet in the middle [13]
Square [14]
Impossible Differential [23]
Impossible Differential [23]

232
21 · 232
292.5
232
234+n
2115.5
2116.5
2128 − 2119
232
2113.8
292
2111.1
289.1

2200
2172
2250.5
2208
2208−n + 282+n
2119
2247.5
2204
2209
2118.8 MA
2163 MA
2227.8 MA
2229.7 MA

Square [24]
Square [14]
Impossible Differential [29]
Meet in the middle [13]
Meet in the middle [13]
Impossible Differential [41]
Impossible Differential [41]
Square [14]
Meet in the middle [13]
Impossible Differential [23]
Impossible Differential [23]
Impossible Differential [23]
Impossible Differential [23]
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originally called IPES (Improved PES). PES iterates eight rounds plus an output transformation. The cryptanalysis
of PES and IDEA presented on Table 2 and Table 3.
Table 2: A Summary of the Attacks on IDEA
Attack Type

Year

Differential [25]
Differential [12]
Differential [25]
Related-Key Differential [17]
Differential-Linear [6]
Differential [5]
Truncated Differential [19, 6]
Miss-in-the-middle [3]
Miss-in-the-middle [3]
Related-Key Differential-Linear [16]
Miss-in-the-Middle [3]
Square attack [26]
Square attack [26]
Square [26]
Related-Key Square [26]

1993
1993
1993
1996
1996
1996
1997
1998
1998
1998
1998
2000
2000
2000
2001

Attacked
Rounds
2
2.5
2.5
3
3
3
3.5
3.5
4
4
4.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

Key Bits
round
32
32
96
32
32
32
48
64
69
15
80
77
31
31
32

Chosen
Plaintext
210
210
210
6
230
230
256
238.5
237
38.3
264
3 · 216
232
248
2

Time
242
232
2106
6 · 232
244
0.75 · 244
267
253
270
2112
263 + 247
262
279
241

Table 3: A Summary of the Attacks on PES
Attack Type

Year

Differential [22]
Square [26]
Square [26]
Related-Key Square [26]

1991
2000
2001
2001

Attacked
Rounds
7
2.5
2.5
2.5

Key Bits
round
96
31
31
32

Chosen
Plaintext
264
217
232
2

Time
2160
247
263
241

On the basis of encryption algorithm PES and scheme Lai-Massey developed the networks PES16-1 and RFWKPES161, consisting from one round function [30, 36]. In the networks PES16-1 and RFWKPES16-1, similarly as in the
Feistel network, when it encryption and decryption using the same algorithm. In the networks used one round
function having four input and output blocks and as the round function can use any transformation.
Using transformation SubBytes(), ShiftRows(), MixColumns(), AddRoundKey() AES encryption algorithm as
a round function networks IDEA8-1 [32], RFWKIDEA8-1 [32], PES8-1 [33], RFWKPES8-1 [34], IDEA16-1 [31],
created encryption algorithms AES-IDEA8-1 [38], AES-RFWKIDEA8-1 [40], AES-PES8-1 [39], AES-RFWKPES81 [35], AES-IDEA16-1 [37].
In this paper developed block encryption algorithms AES-PES16-1 and AES-RFWKPES16-1 based networks
PES16-1 [36] and RFWKPES16-1 [30] using transformation of the encryption algorithm AES. The length of block
of the encryption algorithms is 256 bits, the number of rounds n equal to 10, 12, 14 and the length of key is variable
from 256 bits to 1024 bits in steps 128 bits, i.e., key length is equal to 256, 384, 512, 640, 768, 896 and 1024 bits.

3
3.1

The Encryption Algorithm AES-PES16-1
The Structure of the Encryption Algorithm AES-PES16-1

In the encryption algorithm AES-PES16-1 as the round function used SubBytes(), ShiftRows(), MixColumns(), AddRoundKey() transformation encryption algorithm AES. The scheme n-rounded encryption algorithm AES-PES16-1
shown in Figure 5, and the length of subblocks X 0 , X 1 , · · · , X 15 , length of round keys K17(i−1) , K17(i−1)+1 , · · · ,
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K17(i−1)+15 , i = 1...n + 1 and K17n+16 , K17n+17 , · · · , K17n+47 are equal to 16-bits. A length of round key K17(i−1)+16 ,
i = 1...n is 128-bits.
Consider the round function of the encryption algorithm AES-PES16-1. Initially 16-bit subblocks T 0 , T 1 , · · · ,
7
T , are partitioned into 8-bit subblocks, i.e., on bytes: t0 = sb0 (T 0 ), t1 = sb1 (T 0 ), t2 = sb0 (T 1 ), t3 = sb1 (T 1 ),
t4 = sb0 (T 2 ), t5 = sb1 (T 2 ), t6 = sb0 (T 3 ), t7 = sb1 (T 3 ), t8 = sb0 (T 4 ), t9 = sb1 (T 4 ), t10 = sb0 (T 5 ), t11 = sb1 (T 5 ),
t12 = sb0 (T 6 ), t13 = sb1 (T 6 ), t14 = sb0 (T 7 ), t15 = sb1 (T 7 ), here sb0 (X) = x0 x1 · · · , x7 , sb1 (X) = x8 x9 · · · , x15
and X = x0 x1 · · · , x15 . After which the 8-bit subblocks t0 , t1 , · · · , t15 are written into the State array and are
executed the above transformations SubBytes(), ShiftRows(), MixColumns(), AddRoundKey(). In AddRoundKey()
transformation as the key k0 , k1 , · · · , k15 selected 128-bit round key K17(i−1)+16 . Initially the key K17(i−1)+16 is
0
1
7
partitioned into 32-bit keys K17(i−1)+16
, K17(i−1)+16
, ..., K17(i−1)+16
. These keys are partitioned into 8-bit subblocks
0
0
1
1
as follows: k0 = sb0 (K17(i−1)+16 ), k1 = sb1 (K17(i−1)+16 ), k2 = sb0 (K17(i−1)+16
), k3 = sb1 (K17(i−1)+16
), k4 =
2
2
3
3
4
sb0 (K17(i−1)+16 ), k5 = sb1 (K17(i−1)+16 ), k6 = sb0 (K17(i−1)+16 ), k7 = sb1 (K17(i−1)+16 ), k8 = sb0 (K17(i−1)+16 ), k9 =
4
5
5
6
6
sb1 (K17(i−1)+16
), k10 = sb0 (K17(i−1)+16
), k11 = sb1 (K17(i−1)+16
), k12 = sb0 (K17(i−1)+16
), k13 = sb1 (K17(i−1)+16
),
7
7
k14 = sb0 (K17(i−1)+16 ), k15 = sb1 (K17(i−1)+16 ).
After the AddRoundKey() transformation we obtain 8-bits subblocks p00 , p01 , ..., p015 . The resulting 8-bit subblocks
are writes on a 16-bit subblocks Y 0 , Y 1 , · · · , Y 7 as follows: Y 0 = p00 ||p01 , Y 1 = p02 ||p03 , · · · , Y 7 = p014 ||p015 .
The S-box SubBytes() transformation shown in Table 4 and is the only nonlinear transformation. The length of
the input and output blocks S-box is eight bits. For example, if the input value the S-box is equal to 0xE7, then the
output value is equal 0xE1, i.e. selected elements of intersection row 0xE and column 0x7.
Table 4: The S-box of encryption algorithm AES-PES16-1

Consider the encryption process of encryption algorithm AES-PES16-1. Initially the 256-bit plaintext X partitioned into subblocks of 16-bits X00 , X01 , · · · , X015 , and performs the following steps:
1) subblocks X00 , X01 , · · · , X015 summed by XOR respectively with round key K17n+8 , K17n+16 , K17n+17 , ...,
K17n+31 : X0j = X0j ⊕ K17n+16+j , j = 0...15.
2) subblocks X00 , X01 , · · · , X015 multiplied and summed respectively with the round keys K17(i−1) , K17(i−1)+1 , · · · ,
K17(i−1)+7 and calculated 16-bit subblocks
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Figure 5: The scheme n-rounded encryption algorithm AES-PES16-1
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T 0 , T 1 , . . . , T 7 . This step can be represented as follows:
T0

=

0
8
(Xi−1
+ K17(i−1) ) ⊕ (Xi−1
· K17(i−1)+8 ,

T1

=

1
9
(Xi−1
+ K17(i−1)+1 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
· K17(i−1)+9 ),

T2

=

2
10
(Xi−1
+ K17(i−1)+2 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
· K17(i−1)+10 ),

T3

=

3
11
(Xi−1
+ K17(i−1)+3 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
· K17(i−1)+11 ),

T4

=

4
12
(Xi−1
+ K17(i−1)+4 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
· K17(i−1)+12 ),

T5

=

5
13
(Xi−1
+ K17(i−1)+5 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
· K17(i−1)+13 ),

T6

=

6
14
(Xi−1
+ K17(i−1)+6 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
· K17(i−1)+14 ),

T7

=

7
15
(Xi−1
+ K17(i−1)+7 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
· K17(i−1)+15 ), i = 1.

3) subblocks T 0 , T 1 , · · · , T 7 is split into 8-bit subblocks t0 , t1 , · · · , t15 and performed SubBytes(), ShiftRows(),
MixColumns(), AddRoundKey() transformation. Output subblocks of the round function of the encryption
algorithm are Y 0 , Y 1 , . . . , Y 7 .
j
j
0
1
8
4) subblocks Y 0 , Y 1 , · · · , Y 7 are summed to XOR with subblocks Xi−1
, Xi−1
, . . . , Xi−1
, i.. Xi−1
= Xi−1
⊕ Y7−j ,
j+8
j+8
Xi−1 = Xi−1 ⊕ Y7−j , j = 0...7, i = 1.
j+8
j+8
j
j
5) at the end of the round subblocks Xi−1
and Xi−1
, j = 0...7 swapped, i.., Xij = Xi−1
, Xij+8 = Xi−1
, j = 0...7,
i = 1.

6) repeating steps 2-5 n times, i.e., i = 2...n obtain subblocks Xn0 , Xn1 , · · · , Xn15 .
j
7) in output transformation round keys are multiplied and summed into subblocks, i.e. Xn+1
= Xnj + K17n+j ,
8+j
8+j
Xn+1 = Xn · K17n+8+j , j = 0...7.
0
1
15
8) subblocks Xn+1
, Xn+1
, · · · , Xn+1
are summed to XOR with the round key K17n+32 , K17n+33 , · · · , K17n+47 :
j
j
Xn+1 = Xn+1 ⊕ K17n+32+j , j = 0...15. As ciphertext plaintext X receives the combined 16-bit subblocks
0
1
15
Xn+1
||Xn+1
||...||Xn+1
.

3.2

Key Generation of the Encryption Algorithm AES-PES16-1

In n-round encryption algorithm AES-PES16-1 in each round we applied sixteen round keys of the 16-bit, one round
keys of the 128-bit and output transformation sixteen round keys of the 16-bit. In addition, before the first round
and after the output transformation we used sixteen round keys of 16-bits. Total number of 16-bit round keys is
equal to 16n+48, and 128-bit round key is equal to n. If 128-bit round key convert to eight 16-bit keys, the total
number of 16-bit keys equal to 24n+48. In Figure 5 encryption used encryption round keys Kic instead of Ki , while
decryption used decryption round keys Kid .
If n=10 then need 288 to generate round keys, if n=12, you need to generate 336 round keys and if n=14 need
384 to generate round keys.
When generating round keys like the AES encryption algorithm uses an array Rcon: Rcon=[0x0001, 0x0002,
0x0004, 0x0008, 0x0010, 0x0020, 0x0040, 0x0080, 0x0100, 0x0200, 0x0400, 0x0800, 0x1000, 0x2000, 0x4000, 0x8000].
0
The key encryption algorithm K of length l (256 ≤ l ≤ 1024) bits is divided into 16-bit round keys K0c ,
0
0
0
0
c
K1c ,..., KLenght−1
, Lenght = l/16, here K = {k0 , k1 , ..., kl−1 }, K0c = {k0 , k1 , ..., k15 }, K1c = {k16 , k9 , ..., k31 },...,
0
0
0
0
0
c0
c
. Then we calculate KL = K0c ⊕ K1c ⊕
= {kl−16 , kl−15 , ..., kl−1 } and K = K0c || K1c ||...||KLenght−1
KLenght−1
c0
... ⊕ KLenght−1
. If KL = 0 then KL is chosen as 0xC5C3, i.e. KL = 0xC5C3. When generating a round keys
0
c
Ki , i = Lenght...24n + 47, we used transformation SubBytes16() and RotWord16(), here SubBytes16()-is transformation 16-bit subblock into S-box and SubBytes16(X) = S(sb0 (X))||S(sb1 (X))), RotWord16()-cyclic shift to
the left of 1 bit of the 16-bit subblock. When the condition imod3 = 1 is true, then the round keys are com0
c0
c0
puted as Kic = SubBytes16(Ki−Lenght+1
) ⊕ SubBytes16(RotW ord16(Ki−Lenght
)) ⊕ Rcon[imod16] ⊕ KL , otherwise
c0
c0
c0
Ki = SubBytes16(Ki−Lenght ) ⊕ SubBytes16(Ki−Lenght+1 ) ⊕ KL . After each round key generation the value KL is
cyclic shift to the left by 1 bit.
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Decryption round keys are computed on the basis of encryption round keys and decryption round keys of the
output transformation associate with of encryption round keys as follows:
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
(K24n
, K24n+1
, K24n+2
, K24n+3
, K24n+4
, K24n+5
, K24n+6
, K24n+7
, K24n+8
, K24n+9
, K24n+10
,
0

0

0

0

0

d
d
d
d
d
K24n+11
, K24n+12
, K24n+13
, K24n+14
, K24n+15
)

=

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

c −1
(−K0c , −K1c , −K2c , −K3c , −K4c , −K5c , −K6c , −K7c , (K8c )−1 , (K9c )−1 , (K10
) ,
0

0

0

0

0

c −1
c −1
c −1
c −1
c −1
(K11
) , (K12
) , (K13
) , (K14
) , (K15
) ).

For example, if the number of rounds is 10 the formula is as follows:
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
(K240
, K241
, K242
, K243
, K244
, K245
, K246
, K247
, K248
, K249
, K250
, K251
, K252
, K253
, K254
, K255
)

=

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

c −1
(−K0c , −K1c , −K2c , −K3c , −K4c , −K5c , −K6c , −K7c , (K8c )−1 , (K9c )−1 , (K10
) ,
0

0

0

0

0

c −1
c −1
c −1
c −1
c −1
(K11
) , (K12
) , (K13
) , (K14
) , (K15
) ).

Likewise, the decryption round keys of the first, second, third, and n–round associates with the encryption round
keys as follows:
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
(K24(i−1)
, K24(i−1)+1
, K24(i−1)+2
, K24(i−1)+3
, K24(i−1)+4
, K24(i−1)+5
, K24(i−1)+6
, K24(i−1)+7
,
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

d
d
d
d
d
d
d
K24(i−1)+8
, K24(i−1)+9
, K24(i−1)+10
, K24(i−1)+11
, K24(i−1)+12
, K24(i−1)+13
, K24(i−1)+14
,
0

d
K24(i−1)+15
)

=

0

0

0

0

0

0

c
c
c
c
c
c
(−K24(n−i+1)
, −K24(n−i+1)+1
, −K24(n−i+1)+2
, −K24(n−i+1)+3
, −K24(n−i+1)+4
, −K24(n−i+1)+5
,
0

0

0

0

0

c
c
c
c
c
−K24(n−i+1)+6
, −K24(n−i+1)+7
, (K24(n−i+1)+8
)−1 , (K24(n−i+1)+9
)−1 , (K24(n−i+1)+10
)−1 ,
0

0

0

0

c
c
c
c
(K24(n−i+1)+11
)−1 , (K24(n−i+1)+12
)−1 , (K24(n−i+1)+13
)−1 , (K24(n−i+1)+14
)−1 ,
0

c
(K24(n−i+1)+15
)−1 ), i = 1...n
0

0

d
K24(i−1)+16+j

c
= K24(n−i+1)+16+j
, j = 0...15, i = 1...n.

If the number of rounds n is 10 the first decryption round keys associates with the encryption round keys as
follows:
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

d
d
d
d
d
d
(K0d , K1d , K2d , K3d , K4d , K5d , K6d , K7d , K8d , K9d , K10
, K11
, K12
, K13
, K14
, K15
)

=

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
(−K240
, −K241
, −K242
, −K243
, −K244
, −K245
, −K246
, −K247
, (K248
)−1 , (K249
)−1 , (K250
)−1 ,
0

0

0

0

0

c
c
c
c
c
(K251
)−1 , (K252
)−1 , (K253
)−1 , (K254
)−1 , (K255
)−1 )
0

d
K16+j

=

0

c
K240+j
, j = 0...15.

Decryption round keys applied to the first round and after the output transformation associated with the encrypd0
c0
d0
c0
tion round keys as follows: K24n+16+j
= K24n+32+j
, K24n+32+j
= K24n+16+j
, j = 0...15.
c
c0
c
c0
c
c0
c0
c0
Encryption round keys Ki associated with Ki follows: K17i+j = K24i+j , j = 0...15, K17i+16
= K24i+16
||K24i+17
||...||K24i+23
,
c
c0
c
c0
= K24n+16+j
, j = 0...31. Likewise, decryption round keys Kid associK17n+j
= K12n+j
, j = 0...15, K17n+16+j
0
d
d0
d
d0
d0
d0
d
d0
ated with Kid follows: K17i+j
= K24i+j
, j = 0...15, K17i+16
= K24i+16
||K24i+17
||...||K24i+23
, K17n+j
= K12n+j
,
d
d0
j = 0...15, K17n+16+j
= K24n+16+j
, j = 0...31.

4
4.1

The Encryption Algorithm AES-RFWKPES16-1
The Structure of the Encryption Algorithm AES-RFWKPES16-1

In the encryption algorithm AES-RFWKPES16-1 as the round function used SubBytes(), ShiftRows(), MixColumns()
transformation encryption algorithm AES. The scheme n-rounded encryption algorithm AES-RFWKPES16-1 shown
in Figure 6, and the length of subblocks X 0 , X 1 , ..., X 15 , length of round keys K16(i−1) , K16(i−1)+1 , ..., K16(i−1)+15 ,,
i = 1...n + 1 and K16n+16 , K16n+17 , ..., K16n+47 are equal to 16-bits.
Consider the round function of the encryption algorithm AES-RFWKPES16-1. Initially 16-bit subblocks T 0 , T 1 ,
· · · , T 7 , are partitioned into 8-bit subblocks, i.e., on bytes: t0 = sb0 (T 0 ), t1 = sb1 (T 0 ), t2 = sb0 (T 1 ), t3 = sb1 (T 1 ),
t4 = sb0 (T 2 ), t5 = sb1 (T 2 ), t6 = sb0 (T 3 ), t7 = sb1 (T 3 ), t8 = sb0 (T 4 ), t9 = sb1 (T 4 ), t10 = sb0 (T 5 ), t11 = sb1 (T 5 ),
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t12 = sb0 (T 6 ), t13 = sb1 (T 6 ), t14 = sb0 (T 7 ), t15 = sb1 (T 7 ). After which the 8-bit subblocks t0 , t1 , ..., t15 are written
into the State array and are executed the above transformations SubBytes(), ShiftRows(), MixColumns().
After the MixColumns() transformation we obtain 8-bits subblocks p0 , p1 , ..., p15 . The resulting 8-bit subblocks
are writes on a 16-bit subblocks Y 0 , Y 1 , · · · , Y 7 as follows: Y 0 = p0 ||p1 , Y 1 = p2 ||p3 , · · · , Y 7 = p14 ||p15 .
The S-box SubBytes() transformation shown in Table 5 and is the only nonlinear transformation. The length of
the input and output blocks S-box is eight bits.
Table 5: The S-box of encryption algorithm AES-RFWKPES16-1

Consider the encryption process of encryption algorithm AES-RFWKPES16-1. Initially the 256-bit plaintext X
partitioned into subblocks of 16-bits X00 , X01 , · · · , X015 , and performs the following steps:
1) subblocks X00 , X01 , · · · , X015 summed by XOR respectively with round key K16n+16 , K16n+17 , · · · , K16n+31 :
X0j = X0j ⊕ K16n+16+j , j = 0...15.
2) subblocks X00 , X01 , · · · , X015 multiplied and summed respectively with the round keys K16(i−1) , K16(i−1)+1 , · · · ,
K16(i−1)+7 and calculated 16-bit subblocks T 0 , T 1 , . . . , T 7 . This step can be represented as follows:
T0

=

0
8
(Xi−1
+ K16(i−1) ) ⊕ (Xi−1
· K16(i−1)+8 ),

T1

=

1
9
(Xi−1
+ K16(i−1)+1 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
· K16(i−1)+9 ),

T2

=

2
10
(Xi−1
+ K16(i−1)+2 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
· K16(i−1)+10 ),

T3

=

3
11
(Xi−1
+ K16(i−1)+3 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
· K16(i−1)+11 ),

T4

=

4
12
(Xi−1
+ K16(i−1)+4 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
· K16(i−1)+12 ),

T5

=

5
13
(Xi−1
+ K16(i−1)+5 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
· K16(i−1)+13 ),

T6

=

6
14
(Xi−1
+ K16(i−1)+6 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
· K16(i−1)+14 ),

T7

=

7
15
(Xi−1
+ K16(i−1)+7 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
· K16(i−1)+15 ), i = 1.

3) subblocks T 0 , T 1 , · · · , T 7 is split into 8-bit subblocks t0 , t1 , · · · , t15 and performed SubBytes(), ShiftRows(),
MixColumns() transformation. Output subblocks of the round function of the encryption algorithm are Y 0 ,
Y 1, · · · , Y 7.
j
j
0
1
8
4) subblocks Y 0 , Y 1 , · · · , Y 7 are summed to XOR with subblocks Xi−1
, Xi−1
, . . . , Xi−1
, .. Xi−1
= Xi−1
⊕ Y7−j ,
j+8
j+8
Xi−1 = Xi−1 ⊕ Y7−j , j = 0...7, i = 1.
j
j+8
j+8
j
5) at the end of the round subblocks Xi−1
and Xi−1
, j = 0...7 swapped, i.., Xij = Xi−1
, Xij+8 = Xi−1
, j = 0...7,
i = 1.
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6) repeating steps 2-5 n times, i.e., i = 2...n obtain subblocks Xn0 , Xn1 , · · · , Xn15 .
j
= Xnj + K16n+j ,
7) in output transformation round keys are multiplied and summed into subblocks, i.e. Xn+1
8+j
8+j
Xn+1 = Xn · K16n+8+j , j = 0...7.
0
1
15
8) subblocks Xn+1
, Xn+1
, · · · , Xn+1
are summed to XOR with the round key K16n+32 , K16n+33 , · · · , K16n+47 :
j
j
Xn+1 = Xn+1 ⊕ K166n+32+j , j = 0...15. As ciphertext plaintext X receives the combined 16-bit subblocks
0
1
15
Xn+1
||Xn+1
||...||Xn+1
.

4.2

Key Generation of the Encryption Algorithm AES-RFWKPES16-1

In n-round encryption algorithm AES-RFWKPES16-1 in each round we applied sixteen round keys of the 16-bit
and output transformation sixteen round keys of the 16-bit. In addition, before the first round and after the output
transformation we used sixteen round keys of 16-bits. Total number of 16-bit round keys is equal to 16n+48. In
Figure 6 encryption used encryption round keys Kic instead of Ki , while decryption used decryption round keys Kid .
The key encryption algorithm K of length l (256 ≤ l ≤ 1024)bits is divided into 16-bit round keys K0c ,
c
c
K1 ,..., KLenght−1
, Lenght = l/16, here K = {k0 , k1 , ..., kl−1 }, K0c = {k0 , k1 , ..., k15 }, K1c = {k16 , k9 , ..., k31 },...,
c
c
KLenght−1 = {kl−16 , kl−15 , ..., kl−1 } and K = K0c || K1c ||...||KLenght−1
. Then we calculate KL = K0c ⊕ K1c ⊕ ... ⊕
c
KLenght−1 . If KL = 0 then KL is chosen as 0xC5C3, i.e. KL = 0xC5C3. When generating a round keys
Kic , i = Lenght...16n + 47, we used transformation SubBytes16() and RotWord16(), here SubBytes16()-is transformation 16-bit subblock into S-box and SubBytes16(X) = S(sb0 (X))||S(sb1 (X))), RotWord16()-cyclic shift to
the left of 1 bit of the 16-bit subblock. When the condition imod3 = 1 is true, then the round keys are comc
c
puted as Kic = SubBytes16(Ki−Lenght+1
) ⊕ SubBytes16(RotW ord16(Ki−Lenght
)) ⊕ Rcon[imod16] ⊕ KL , otherwise
c
c
c
Ki = SubBytes16(Ki−Lenght ) ⊕ SubBytes16(Ki−Lenght+1 ) ⊕ KL . After each round key generation the value KL is
cyclic shift to the left by 1 bit.
Decryption round keys are computed on the basis of encryption round keys and decryption round keys of the
output transformation associate with of encryption round keys as follows:
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
(K16n
, K16n+1
, K16n+2
, K16n+3
, K16n+4
, K16n+5
, K16n+6
, K16n+7
, K16n+8
, K16n+9
, K16n+10
,
d
d
d
d
d
K16n+11
, K16n+12
, K16n+13
, K16n+14
, K16n+15
)

=

c −1
(−K0c , −K1c , −K2c , −K3c , −K4c , −K5c , −K6c , −K7c , (K8c )−1 , (K9c )−1 , (K10
) ,
c −1
c −1
c −1
c −1
c −1
(K11
) , (K12
) , (K13
) , (K14
) , (K15
) ).

For example, if the number of rounds n is 10 the formula is as follows:
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
(K160
, K161
, K162
, K163
, K164
, K165
, K166
, K167
, K168
, K169
, K170
, K171
, K172
, K173
, K174
, K175
)

=

c −1
(−K0c , −K1c , −K2c , −K3c , −K4c , −K5c , −K6c , −K7c , (K8c )−1 , (K9c )−1 , (K10
) ,
c −1
c −1
c −1
c −1
c −1
(K11
) , (K12
) , (K13
) , (K14
) , (K15
) ).

Likewise, the decryption round keys of the first, second, third, and n–round associates with the encryption round
keys as follows:
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
(K16(i−1)
, K16(i−1)+1
, K16(i−1)+2
, K16(i−1)+3
, K16(i−1)+4
, K16(i−1)+5
, K16(i−1)+6
, K16(i−1)+7
, K16(i−1)+8
,

=

d
d
d
d
d
d
d
, K16(i−1)+10
, K16(i−1)+11
, K16(i−1)+12
, K16(i−1)+13
, K16(i−1)+14
, K16(i−1)+15
)
K16(i−1)+9
c
c
c
c
c
c
(−K16(n−i+1) , −K16(n−i+1)+1 , −K16(n−i+1)+2 , −K16(n−i+1)+3 , −K16(n−i+1)+4 , −K16(n−i+1)+5 ,
c
c
c
c
c
−K16(n−i+1)+6
, −K16(n−i+1)+7
, (K16(n−i+1)+8
)−1 , (K16(n−i+1)+9
)−1 , (K16(n−i+1)+10
)−1 ,
c
c
c
c
c
(K16(n−i+1)+11
)−1 , (K16(n−i+1)+12
)−1 , (K16(n−i+1)+13
)−1 , (K16(n−i+1)+14
)−1 , (K16(n−i+1)+15
)−1 ),

i = 1...n

5

Results

Using the transformations SubBytes(), ShiftRows(), MixColumns(), AddRoundKey() of the encryption algorithm
AES as the round function networks PES16-1 and RFWKPES16-1 we developed encryption algorithm AES-PES16-1
and AES-RFWKPES16-1. In the algorithm, the number of rounds and key’s length is variable and the user can
select the number of rounds and the key’s length in dependence of the degree of secrecy of information and speed
encryption.
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As in the encryption algorithms based on the Feistel network, the advantages of the encryption algorithms AESPES16-1 and AES-RFWKPES16-1 are that, when encryption and decryption process used the same algorithm. In
the encryption algorithms AES-PES16-1 and AES-RFWKPES16-1 in decryption process encryption round keys are
used in reverse order, thus on the basis of operations necessary to compute the inverse. For example, if the round key
is multiplied by the subblock, while decryption is is necessary to calculate the multiplicative inverse, if summarized,
it is necessary to calculate the additive inverse.
It is known that the resistance of AES encryption algorithm is closely associated with resistance S-box, applied
in the algorithm. In the S-box’s encryption algorithm AES algebraic degree of nonlinearity deg = 7, nonlinearity
N L = 112, resistance to linear cryptanalysis λ = 32/256, resistance to differential cryptanalysis δ = 4/256, strict
avalanche criterion SAC = 8, bit independence criterion BIC = 8.
In the encryption algorithm AES-PES16-1 and AES-RFWKPES16-1 resistance S-box is equal to resistance S-box’s
encryption algorithm AES, i.e., deg = 7, N L = 112, λ = 32/256, δ = 4/256, SAC= BIC=8.

6

Conclusions

It is known that as a algorithms based of Feistel network, the resistance algorithm based on networks PES16-1
and RFWKPES16-1 closely associated with resistance round function. Therefore, selecting the transformations
SubBytes(), ShiftRows(), MixColumns() and AddRoundKey() of the encryption algorithm AES, based on round
function networks PES16-1 and RFWKPES16-1 we developed relatively resistant encryption algorithm.
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Abstract
Of late, trust based routing is the most researchable topic in Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANET). Trust
level management of nodes is a critical issue, because of the infrastructure less nature of MANET. Each node
is involved in the process of packet transmission and hence each node must be trustworthy. In this work, we
propose a new protocol namely Adaptive Fuzzy DoT Threshold Routing Algorithm (AFTRA), which takes into
account the Degree of Trust (DoT), connectivity and the energy levels. AFTRA provides all possible routes from
the source to the destination. The best route is selected by considering three aspects hop count, trust values and
energy. Among these, connectivity (hop count) is given more importance and based on this the threshold value
is calculated for each route. Energy is given lesser priority as we concentrate on trust. The final route obtained
can be declared as the shortest path available with the most trustworthy nodes. Thus, the most trustworthy and
shortest route is obtained by using the proposed approach. We compare our approach with the existing protocols
in terms of Packet Delivery Ratio, End-to-End Delay, Routing overhead etc. The overall performance of this
system can be quoted as 98%. The proposed method outperforms many other existing systems.
Keywords: AFTRA; DoT; Hop Count; MANET; Trustworthy.

1

Introduction

Of late, trust based routing is the most researchable topic in Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANET). Trust level
management of nodes is a critical issue, because of the infrastructure less nature of MANET. Every node behaves as
router and transmits messages through multiple hops, in order to reach the destination. Thus, every node is involved
in the process of packet transmission and hence every node must be trustworthy.
During the transmission of a packet from the source to the destination, each node in the chosen route needs to be
trustworthy. MANET is distributed widely and hence the network topology of MANET is not constant [23].
Many researches focus on trust based model now-a-days. The challenging task is to provide a trust based model
and choosing the factors for it [28]. Due to this, MANET is prone to several security threats. Security is a risk factor,
as any entity in the middle can infer the information. So, it is necessary to concentrate on selecting an effective route
and the intrusion should be detected.
External attacks are carried out by the external nodes by providing wrong route information. On the other
hand, internal attacks are done by the nodes within the network. The attacks are caused by selfish and malicious
nodes. Selfish nodes conserve their energy and do not cooperate with the networks. Selfish nodes do not damage
other nodes, whereas malicious nodes affect other nodes. Detecting internal attacks is more complex than detecting
external attacks.
In MANET, every node is involved in packet transmission and the selfish or malicious nodes behave oddly, which
affects the entire system. There is an inevitable need to categorize between normal and abnormal (selfish or malicious)
nodes. In order to detect selfish nodes, trust factor is employed.
In this work, we propose a system that is based on the Degree of Trust (DoT) of every node and the malicious
nodes are detected too. The trust value is calculated for every node and the nodes are categorized as trustworthy,
partially trustworthy and malicious nodes. The main aim of this work is to improve security, packet delivery ratio,
throughput etc.
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This work considers the degree of selfishness, connectivity and energy in order to calculate DoT. The degree of
selfishness is determined by the forwarding history evidence. Forwarding history evidence maintains the message
forwarding history.
In and out-ratio of the forwarding history evidences is calculated. In normal case, the in-ratio must be equal to
the out-ratio. If the in-ratio is twice the out ratio, then the degree of selfishness will be 0.5. If the out- ratio is
zero, then the node is considered to be completely selfish or it could be because of energy drop out. Connectivity is
the term that indicates the number of intermediate nodes in between the source and the destination. Energy is the
battery backup of a node and the energy diminishes when the node transmits many messages.
This work considers the degree of selfishness of nodes as a selfish node will not forward any messages for the sake
of other nodes, in order to conserve its energy, which in turn reduces the trust.
Connectivity is also considered in routing because if the destination node is far away from the source node with
several non-trustworthy nodes, then the level of trust reduces. The reason why energy is considered in routing is
because, if the energy is low, then there may be.
The major contribution of this work is towards handling network attacks, as most of the existing routing protocols
are meant for coping up with the dynamic network topology and lag behind in handling network attacks. In this
work, we propose a system based on DoT that effectively chooses a route based on the Degree of Trust (DoT) of each
node and also detects the malicious nodes. This system improves security, packet delivery ratio, throughput and also
saves energy. We compare our system with the existing protocols in terms of Packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delay,
routing overhead, throughput, classification accuracy, detection time and detection rate.
The remaining work is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the review of literature, Section 3 deals with
DoT calculation, route discovery and selection. Section 4 presents the principle and methodology of our system.
Experimental analysis is presented in Section 5 and finally, concluding remarks is provided.

2

Background

The existing routing protocols focus on the mobile network topology and lag behind in handling network attacks. In
this section, the review of literature is presented for trust based and neuro fuzzy routing.

2.1

Trust based Routing Protocols

In MANET to make a safe packet forwarding here introduced concept of trust and QOS metric estimation into
launching a trust-based QOS model, they estimate the trust degree among nodes from direct trust calculation of
direct observations and indirect trust computation by neighbor’s references. In NS2 they implement this algorithm
based on Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector and compare its performance with Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector,
Watchdog-DSR and QAODV the proposed scheme can prevent attacks from malicious nodes and improve the security
performance of the whole network [23].
Evaluating the trust worthiness of other node without central authorities which will improves the security of the ad
hoc networks, here a theoretic framework is presented, to measure trust and build novel model with several decision
factors. It is incorporated to reflect trust relationship’s complexity uncertainty in different angles. Setting up fuzzy
analytic hierarchy based on the weight of factors, which makes the model a better rationality they proposed a novel
reactive trust -based multicast routing protocol is proposed [28].
MANET has deployed geographically limited without well-established infrastructure, because of its openness
topology the MANET’s is open to attackers for finding vulnerability and malicious attacks from the node. To reduce
hazard and enhance the security in the network they presented a mobile trust prediction model to evaluate the
trustworthiness of nodes, which it is based on the historical behavior of the node and future behavior by fuzzy logic
rules prediction. Integrated with trust prediction model into the source routing mechanism, and termed as TSR (Trust
based Source Routing Protocol) provides flexible approach to choose shortest route and security requirements of data
packets transmission [27]. Security is the major important role in executing mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) for
communication in an adverse environment, finding the misbehavior user in the network and report’s it anonymously.
Here TEAP (Trust-enhanced anonymous on-demand routing protocol) I proposed to restrain misuse of anonymity
it in two methods, TEAP protocol is designed based on the trapdoor to find the misbehavior user anonymously in
the Network [8]. Here they Presents a trust prediction model to evaluate the trustworthiness of nodes, which is
based on the nodes’ historical behaviors and fuzzy logic rules prediction method. As an application of the proposed
trust model, extended from the ad-hoc on-demand multi-path distance vector routing (AOMDV) protocol, a trustbased reactive multi-path routing protocol, named as ad hoc on-demand trusted multi-path distance vector routing
(AOTMDV) protocol, is proposed for MANETs [25].
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In [20], every device is protected with Trusted Platform Module (TPM), which is a cryptographic protocol. This
hardware chip makes it possible to fix its local state and also can predict the states of remote systems too. Thus,
malicious devices are automatically detected and are not allowed to take part in the network. The work proposed
in [22] presents a reputation system along with the trust system. In this work, both personal and general evidences
are used to decide packet transmission. A trust based threshold cryptographic revocation scheme is proposed in [5],
in which the master private key is divided into n number of pieces with respect to a random polynomial and this
scheme is claimed to be robust. . In [17], the authors present a light-weight trust-based routing protocol. It is
light-weight in the sense that the intrusion detection system (IDS) used for estimating the trust that one node has
for another, consumes limited computational resource.
The work proposed in [2] analyzes the trust level of all nodes by employing entropy based trust system. Many
routing protocols exist, but still most of the protocols are meant for coping up with the mobile network topology
and lag behind in handling network attacks. The attacks can be external or internal [7] and [26]. A survey on trust
management for mobile ad hoc networks is presented in [4, 13].
A scheme for trust certificate distribution is provided and is based on swarm intelligence. An attack resilient
Hybrid Trust Management Framework (HTMF) is presented in [15].MANET security issues and trusted computing
is presented in [6]. MANET’s are increasingly reaching many other applications in areas such as intelligent transportation systems and fault-tolerant mobile sensor grids [3]. Secure ad hoc net-works have to meet five security
requirements: confidentiality, integrity, authentication, non-repudiation and availability [1].
A Fuzzy based Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (FAODV) routing protocol is proposed in [18] a threshold
value is set for trust verification and the trust value is evaluated by imposing fuzzy rules. Trust and reputation
systems represent a significant trend in decision support for Internet mediated service provision [12] and [14].
An enhancement of DSR is presented here and is named Trusted DSR and proposed in [10]. The performance
of three different protocols namely Trusted AODV, DSR and TORA were compared and the results concluded
that Trusted AODV works well with a stable throughput [21] and [11]. Some of the routing protocols paired with
cryptography are proposed in [29] and [9], Trust based intrusion detection system is presented in [19], in which three
types of trust are defined. Un-slotted carrier-sense multiple access protocol is employed and it avoids collision [24]
for packet transmission.

3

Trust Based Model

The term ’trust’ can be defined as the value that indicates the real behavior of a node. In [23], trust is defined as
the relationship between two neighboring entities. Using this trust value, an effective route can be predicted.
This can be attained by choosing the path with the least non-trustworthy nodes. In this work, we use three
different parameters for DoT calculation.
They are degree of selfishness, connectivity and energy. These three parameters can effectively evaluate the trust
level. The optimal route is selected by this trust value. The trust model is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Trust model
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Overview of Proposed Scheme

In this work, we consider the DoT of both the nodes and the complete path as well. If many paths are available for
packet transmission from the source to the destination, then the route with the maximum number of DoT and the
least number of hops is chosen.
A threshold value is fixed for all the three parameters, in order to classify the nodes as trustworthy, partially
trustworthy and malicious. Then, all the three values are put together and the most effective route is selected.
The degree of trust of each node is computed and stored in a buffer for each time interval and are over-written in
order to save memory. The nodes are arranged in ascending order, such that the normal nodes are placed first and
stored in the table.
We propose to consider only the first half of the table, so as to avoid the nodes that are completely selfish.
When a source node attempts to forward a packet to the destination, then the routes are computed by considering
the connectivity and energy. Connectivity is the number of intermediate nodes present between the source and the
destination. The lesser the value of connectivity, the shorter is the route. Energy of a node is also taken into account,
so as to avoid the risk of node failure or node detachment because of diminishing energy.
The connectivity (hop count) of all the possible routes is arranged in ascending order, so that the shortest routes
are primarily placed. Then, the frequency of nodes with the least degree of selfishness is calculated for every route.
It is arranged in descending order in order to select the route with the most normal nodes. This is followed by energy
calculation of the nodes in the first half of the arranged routes.
The energy value for all the nodes in each route are added, and if the sum of energies is equal to the number
of nodes involved in the route, then it are the first best route. If the sum of energies is equal to three-fourth of
the number of nodes involved in the route, then it is the second best route. If the sum of energies is equal to half
of the number of nodes involved in the route, then it is the third best route. When the sum of energies is equal
to one-fourth of the number of nodes in the route, then the route is declared as the worst route. The overall flow
AFTRA is given in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Overall flow of AFTRA

3.2

DoT Evaluation

In this work, DoT is calculated by taking the in-out ratio of nodes. The degree of trust is determined by the
forwarding history evidence. Forwarding history evidence maintains the message forwarding history. That is, when
node1 sends a message through node 3, the evidence would contain the sender id, receiver id, message, signature of
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the source and timestamp [27]. These details are stored in local memory of a node and are cleansed over time. The
data in this table determines the behavior of every node.
The in and out-ratio of the forwarding history evidences is calculated. In normal case, in-ratio must be equal to
the out-ratio. If the in-ratio is twice the out ratio, then the degree of selfishness will be 0.5. If the out- ratio is zero,
then the node is considered to be completely selfish or it could be because of energy drop out.
Let γ be the in-ratio of packets and µ be the out-ratio of the packets. If γ = µ, then the node is trustworthy, that
is, it forwards all the received packets and actively participates in the network. This type of node renders its fullest
cooperation to the network.
If γ = µ/2, then the node is partially trustworthy. This type of node will forward the packets sometimes and not
always. The behavior of such nodes varies with respect to time. If the value of µ = 0, then the node is malicious
and it may affect the entire network.
Table 1: Sample DoT table
Degree
1
2
3

DoT
γ=µ
γ = µ/2
µ=0

Description
Trustworthy Node
Partially Trustworthy Node
Malicious Node

Table 2: Energy value table
Case
1
2
3
4
5

Energy value
1
0.75
0.5
0.25
0

Description
Full energized node
Pretty good energy
Half energized node
Poor energized node
Energy drained node

Table 3: Sample routing table
Destination
A
E

Destination Sequence
A
B

Adjacent Hop
A
A, B

Hop Count
1
3, 4

Trust Value
0.5
0.8

Energy Value
0.7
0.6

Every one-hop neighbor has the provision to access the energy value table. If any node finds that energy value
is 1, then it broadcasts the message submit FHE to all the nodes present in the network. This node collects the
Forward History Evidence of every node and declares the node as trustworthy node, partially trustworthy node or
malicious node and is stored in buffer for future reference. The computed DoT is provided as the input for the
routing algorithm.

3.3

AFTRA: Adaptive Fuzzy DoT Threshold Routing Algorithm

In the first phase, the input values are transformed to membership functions and are presented below.
Fuzzy DoT Threshold
In this work, we classify the DoT value into three groups namely minimum (min), medium (mid), maximum (max).
Let DoTi = {0, 0.5, 1} and is evident that M in DoTi = {0}, M id DoTi = {0.5} and M ax DoTi = {1}. The
membership value for ith node is given by
µi (DoTi ) = max(M in DoTi , M id DoTi , M ax DoTi ).

(1)

The threshold value DoTT H and the membership value is medium among the neighboring nodes and is given by
µT H (DoTT H ) =mid
(0≤i≤1) {µi (DoTi )}.

(2)
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The value obtained by this is the threshold value and is passed to other nodes, when sending route request R Req.
The algorithm for routing based on DoT is presented below.
Step 1. Let ’S’ and ’D’ be the Source and the Destination nodes, initialize the hop count with value 0.
Step 2. Calculate the threshold value based on Equation (2). Append the DoTT H along with R Req and flood the
route request to all the neighboring nodes, in order to find the route from the source node to the destination
node.
Step 3. On receiving the route request R Req, every node checks the DoTT H and compares the value with its own
DoT. If its DoT is greater than the threshold value, then it participates in the packet transmission, else it
discards the route request.
Step 4. The intermediate node replies to the route request by changing the DoTT H with its own DoT value, if its
connection is made possible to the destination node.
Step 5. The hop count is incremented by 1.
Step 6. Steps 3 through 5 is repeated until the packet is sent from the source node to the destination node.
The outcome of this algorithm is the formulation of effective route that weeds out all the non-trustworthy nodes
along the path. This algorithm yields a trustworthy route and thus the packet is sent all at once. Using the above
algorithm the total number of possible routes is predicted and the hop count of every route is stored in buffer. The
optimal route is selected by following the steps presented below.
1) Arrange hop count of all routes in ascending order, in order to obtain the shortest route.
2) Calculate the occurrence frequency of trustworthy nodes (trustworthy nodes can be obtained from buffer that
has arranged nodes in ascending order with respect to DoT), that is the nodes with DoT greater or equal to
DoTT H and arrange it in descending order. The threshold value is fixed by
OF TT h =

T otal number of nodes in the route
2

(3)

3) The energy value for all the nodes in each route are added and if the sum of energies is equal to the number of
nodes involved in the route, then it are the first best route.
a. If the sum of energies is equal to three-fourth of the number of nodes involved in the route, then it is the
second best route.
b. If the sum of energies is equal to half of the number of nodes involved in the route, then it is the third
best route.
c. When the sum of energies is one-fourth of the number of nodes in the route, then the route is declared as
the worst route.
We give importance to hop count and based on this, OFT h is calculated for every route. Energy is given lesser
priority as we concentrate on trust. The final route from the source to the destination can be declared as the shortest
path available with the most trustworthy nodes. Therefore, the most trustworthy and the shortest route is obtained
and thus the target is achieved. The malicious nodes are weeded out by our algorithm.
The overall flow of the work is presented below.
All the possible routes can be figured out with the algorithm presented above and the optimal route is selected
by the steps given below.
In this work, we concentrate more on finding the shortest route with maximum trustworthy nodes and energy is
given less priority. To exemplify this concept consider Figure 2.
In Figure 3, node A is the source and D is the destination. The possible routes obtained by the algorithm are
A → B → C → D, A → E → D, A → F → G → D. From all these routes, the route with the shortest path and
most number of trustworthy nodes is the optimal route and is justified by the following calculation. On calculating
the hop count, route 2 is the shortest. When arranging the routes in ascending order with respect to hop count,
the result is A → E → D, A → B → C → D and A → F → G → D. This step is followed by the calculation
of occurrence frequency of trustworthy nodes, which can be obtained from the buffer. OFT of A → E → D is 1,
A → B → C → D is 2 and A → F → G → D is 3 respectively. Thus, even though A → E → D is the shortest route
the optimal route is A → F → G → D.
Sev is the sum of energy values of all nodes in a route. Sev of A → E → D is 1, A → B → C → D is 1.4 and
A → F → G → D is 1.6 respectively. In this case, the first best route is not present as Sev does not equal the node
count in any route. In any case, A → F → G → D is the optimal route, with maximum Sev .
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Algorithm 1: Overall Flow of AFTRA
1: Initialize hop count = 0;
2: Find the full energized node Fen ;
3: Fen checks in-out-ratio;
4: If γ = µ then node is trustworthy;
5: If γ = µ/2 then node is partially trustworthy;
6: Else malicious node;
7: For every ti (time interval)
8: Calculate 3 and store in buffer;
9: Calculate DoTT H by Equation (2) and append to R Req;
10: Node compares its DoT with DoTT H ;
11: If DoT > DoTT H then
12: Alter DoTT H with DoT;
13: Respond to R Req;
14: Else discard R Req;
15: hop count+ = 1;
16: Repeat until the packet is transmitted;

Algorithm 2: Optimal Route
1: Calculate hop count of all possible routes HCR;
2: Arrange HCR in ascending order;
3: Obtain type of node from buffer;
4: Calculate OFT of trustworthy nodes in every route;
5: Arrange OFT in descending order;
6: Add energy value Sev of all nodes in every route;
7: If Sev = number of nodes in route node count then
8: Declare it as first best route;
9: Else if Sev = 3/4× node count then
10: Declare it as second best route;
11: Else if Sev = 1/2× node count then
12: Declare it as third best route;
13: Else declare it as worst route;
14: End;

Figure 3: DoT of nodes

4

Experimental Analysis

The proposed work is compared with Trust based Source Routing (TSR) which has already been compared with
DSR and TDSR [23]. So, in this work we compare TSR with our proposed algorithm in terms of Packet delivery
ratio, end-to-end delay, routing overhead, throughput, classification accuracy, detection time and detection rate.
Our algorithm outperforms the TSR and is shown in graphs. We have employed NS-2 for simulation. Un-slotted
carrier-sense multiple access protocol is employed and it avoids collision [7] for packet transmission. We distribute
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Figure 4: Energy values of nodes

30 nodes in a 1000 by 1000 meter. The transmission radius of all nodes for a hop is given as 250 meters.
Table 4: Simulation parameters
Simulation Parameters
Simulation Time
Dimension
Node Count
Traffic Nature
Transmission Radius
Packet Size

4.1

Value
250 sec
1000 × 1000m
30
Constant Bit Rate
250m
512 bytes

Performance Analysis

Performance metrics such as Packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, routing overhead, throughput, classification
accuracy, detection time and detection rate are used to evaluate the performance of our algorithm and the graphs of
these performance metrics are presented from Figure 5 - Figure 11. FTDSR1 and FTDSR2 are proposed in the same
work but with different characteristic feature. FTDSR1 pays more attention towards control packets and FTDSR2
focuses on data packets. On result analysis, it is proved that control packets are more important than data packets
in MANET.
1) Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): PDR is the ratio of packets that are successfully sent to the destination node
from the source node and are computed by Equation (4) and the results are presented in Figure 1.
P
N umber of P ackets Received
P
P DR =
× 100.
(4)
N umber of packets sent
Our system shows 90% packet delivery ratio, which is far better than FTDSR1. Packet delivery ratio drops to
83% when the node count increases to 300. Our system shows a good range of PDR because of the selection of
optimal path.
2) End-to-End Delay (EEdl ): The average time taken by the packets to reach the destination node from the
source node and is calculated by
P
(Arrival T ime − Sent T ime X
EEdl =
N umber of Connections
(5)
)
Our proposed scheme proves least end-to-end delay and outperforms all the protocols. The end-to-end delay
of our system starts from 0.01seconds for 50 nodes and 2.2 seconds for 300 nodes. As the proposed AFTRA
focuses more on connectivity, end-to-end delay is considerably minimized.
3) Routing Overhead: The ratio of control packet to the data packet count and is given by
Rto =

N umber of control packets
N umber of data packets

(6)
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Routing overhead of our proposed scheme is lesser than all the protocols being compared. Routing overhead is
minimized because of the simple trust predicting ability of the system.
4) Throughput: The amount of data transmitted per unit time and it is calculated by
T hroughput =

Size of the P ackets(bits)
T ime T aken(sec)

(7)

Throughput is directly proportional to the packet delivery ratio and thus the throughput of the proposed work
is higher than the existing works. The proposed work can transmit 0.54 packets per second.
5) Classification Accuracy: The capability of differentiating the nodes as trustworthy, partially trustworthy and
malicious. Classification accuracy of this work is about 98.5% and this is comparatively greater than the
existing works.
6) Detection Time: The time taken to classify a node correctly and it is computed by
Detection T ime = Ending T ime − Starting T ime

(8)

Our proposed work consumes lesser time to detect the node correctly and it ranges from 2.12 to 2.67 seconds.
7) Detection Rate: The percentage of packets routed correctly with the total number of routes available and it is
calculated by
Detection Rate =

N umber of Correctly detected packets
T otal number of nodes × 100.
/

(9)

The detection rate of this system ranges from 97.12 to 97.86% for 50 to 300 nodes.
Corresponding graphs for all the above performance metrics are presented below.
From the above graphs, it is evident that the proposed algorithm works well, when compared to the existing
algorithm, in terms of Packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, routing overhead, throughput, classification accuracy,
detection time and detection rate.

5

Conclusion

Most of the existing routing protocols are meant for coping up with the mobile network topology and lag behind
in handling network attacks. In this work, we propose a framework that is based on DoT routing scheme that
effectively chooses a route based on Degree of Trust (DoT) of every node and the malicious nodes are also detected.
We give importance to hop count and based on this, threshold is calculated for every route. Energy is given lesser
priority as we concentrate on trust. The final route from the source to the destination can be declared as the shortest
path available with the most trustworthy nodes. Thus, the most trustworthy and shortest route is obtained. We
compare our system with the existing protocols in terms of Packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, routing overhead,
throughput, classification accuracy, detection time and detection rate. However, the complexity of maintaining many
parameters can be handled in future, in association with reducing the complexity involved in route establishment.
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Abstract
This paper deals about the resource allocation hybrid cloud computing environment. Many papers deal about
the resource allocation in a static environment. Some special author occasionally expressed the details of resource
allocation in dynamic mobile environment. Many authors strongly explain the implementation of BigData concepts
in cloud computing concept. Our proposed scheme is the combination of all. For handling of BigData we take
Hadoop Frame work. In a static environment, we include the mobile nodes to handle the some of the data which
is already occupied in 2 locations static network. Then prove to move that information into one dynamic wireless
node for easy accessing the data. Kept the data in three location is slightly create the resemblance of Hadoop
framework. The priority for resource allocation is done by on the basis of shortest length in many papers. Here we
use two kinds of shortest distance using Dijkstra’s algorithm shortest path algorithm for static network. Kruskal’s
algorithm shortest path in the dynamic mobile network. To increase the efficiency of the priority based resource
allocation is the main objective of this architecture. This architecture also reduces the lagging time after fetch
the request towards the server.
Keywords: BigData; Hadoop; Resource Allocation

1

Introduction

Cloud computing is the practice to use a network of remote computer (act as a server) hosted on the internet to
store, manage and manipulating the data, rather than a local system. Generally, Cloud computing providers deliver
supporting application through the Internet, but the business related software and logics and its corresponding
information are stacked away on remote host. They are also concerned to agreed SLA, to scheduling resources in
efficiently and deploying their applications on proper Virtual Machine as Objective of the SLA. They also concern
the performance of the applications should be optimized manner. Now a day’s most of the researchers worked on
the cloud computing area and also, there exists a more work done on scheduling of applications in Clouds [4, 6, 10].
These works mainly deal about the objectives of such as cost of execution, execution time, etc. Another one research
said to use the solution to Resource allocation found to be inferred [11], when the ordinary scheduling algorithm
with multiple SLA objective and its corresponding SLA parameters. Most of the available solutions are based on the
use of heuristics. The available solutions are based on the use of heuristics. Any job submits to cloud computing
system that job generally portioned as several small tasks. Now we doubt about those tasks, are executing parallel
processing or not. If it is done on parallel processing i) which order the task or executed? ii) How resource allocation
task will be executed iii) when virtual machines prepare, switch the task how to schedule the overhead. Resource
allocation and tax scheduling system may give the solution to these problems.
From the research work [3, 5, 8, 9] speak about the high performance computing embedded system handling task
scheduling and resource allocation. Those systems worked based on two distinct steps or processes such preliminary
static planning steps which is mainly concerned about grouping the set of VMs, then classify them finally deployed
on physical hosts; the next step is dynamic resource providing which mainly concentrate on the add the additional
resources, creation and migration of VMs due to varying workload. The preliminary steps running during initial setup
and second step run continuously at production time. This paper mainly focuses both this step because initialization
is the key point of this system and second step is considered as a working phase of that system. The step to working
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on the basis of agreed SLA objective. Our proposed algorithm dynamically tries to respond to the colliding work
load by preempting the currently executed task. In some of the cases pre-emption is not possible due to the same
priority to the current and allocated task.
1) Initial static planning step: the initially group the set of VMs, then classify them and deployed onto a set of
physical hosts [7];
2) Dynamic resource provisioning: the allocation of additional resources, creation and migration of VMs [1, 2],
dynamically responds to varying workload. Step 2 runs continuously at production time where in contrast
Step 1 is usually performed at the initial system set up time and may only be repeated for overall cleanup and
maintenance on a monthly or semiannually schedule.

2

Related Work

The resource allocation application will automatically call the web application where the data are stored in data center
environments. Some special application the each server has a copy of all web applications running in the system. The
algorithm for dispatcher in a front-end L7-switch make the request when the number of an utilized server is below
the allocated one. The network flow algorithm can allocate the load of an application among its running server.
On the other hand, if we are moving to the connection oriented internet services like Chatting messenger follow an
integrated approach for load dispatching and server provisioning. Amazon EC2-style environment where it places no
such kind of restriction while running on the application software. Actually, it treated the VM as a black box. Most
of the researchers deal only static or dynamic network. On the other words, this system will try both the network
in the same system named as hybrid.
Resource allocation by live VM migration VM live migration is a widely used technique for dynamic resource allocation in a virtualized environment. Our work also belongs to this category. Sandpiper combines multi-dimensional
load information into a single Volume metric. It sorts the list of PMs based on their volumes and the VMs in each
PM in their volume-tosize ratio (VSR). This unfortunately abstracts away critical information needed when making
the migration decision. It then considers the PMs and the VMs in the presorted order. We give a concrete example
in Section 1 of the supplementary file where their algorithm selects the wrong VM to migrate away during overload
and fails to mitigate the hot spot. We also compare our algorithm and theirs in real experiment. In addition, their
work has no support for green computing and differs from ours in many other aspects such as load prediction.

3

Problem Definition

The main problem now facing is resource availability at lastly but not available at a require time. Now we will
provide the data as a temporary manner from the mobile environment. For this purpose, we design a special frame
work with the concept of Hadoop and mobile storage. The Hadoop generally handles the big data, with notation of
HDFS. Along with we add one No SQL like Casandra or Hbase. The main process proposed using this framework is
the total storage area is divided into two kinds one is static main storage and another one is dynamic mobile storage.
The main storage is framed by Hbase and HDFS. The mobile storage is framed by android mobile storage. The main
storage is the static one and mobile storage is dynamic one.
Before we knowing this system, we must know the concept of Hadoop Architecture

3.1

The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)

HDFS is a fault tolerant and self-healing distributed file system designed to bend a cluster of industry standard
servers into a massively scalable area of storage. Developed specifically for large size data processing workloads
where flexibility, scalability and throughput are so critical, HDFS accepts data in any format of data, is optimized
for high bandwidth streaming, and its scales to prove deployments of up to nearly 100 Peta Byte.
Key HDFS Features:
• Maximum Scale Architecture - To increase capacity add many hardware servers;
• High Availability - Serve mission-critical workflows and applications;
• Fault Tolerance - Automatically and seamlessly recover from failures;
• Easy Access - Multiple and open frameworks for serialization and file system mounts;
• Load Balancing - Even Place maximum data, work with its extreme efficiency and utilization;
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• Tunable Replication - Many copies of each file provide information security and computer operation;
• Security - POSIX-based file permissions for users and groups with optional LDAP integration.

Figure 1: HDFS Data Distribution

Data in HDFS is replicated across multiple nodes for compute performance and data protection. For more
information on the HDFS architecture and Figure 1.
MapReduce:
MapReduce is a massively scalable, a parallel processing framework that w Works in tandem with HDFS.
With MapReduce and Hadoop, compute is executed at the location of the data, rather than moving data
to the compute location; data storage and computation coexist on the same physical nodes in the cluster.
MapReduce processes exceedingly large quantities of data without being met by traditional bottlenecks like
network bandwidth by taking advantage of this data proximity.
Key MapReduce Features:
• Maximum Scale-out Architecture - Add servers to increase processing power;
• Security & Authentication - Works with HDFS and HBase security to prepare sure that only approved
users can go against the data in the system;
• Resource Manager - Employs data locality and server resources to determine optimal computing operations;
• Optimized Scheduling - Completes jobs, according to priorities;
• Flexibility - Procedures can be composed in almost any programming language;
• Resiliency & High Availability - Multiple job and task trackers ensure that jobs fail independently and
restart automatically.
MapReduce divides workloads up into multiple tasks that can be executed in parallel.
Load Balancing:
Optimization of Virtual Machine load is a process of reassigning the total load to the individual Virtual
Machines to make resource utilization effective and to amend the response time of the task. A load balancing
algorithm which is active in nature does not weigh the previous state or conduct of the system, that is, it
depends on the present behavior of the organization. The important things to study while developing such
algorithm are, estimation of load, comparison of load, performance of the Virtual Machine, nature of work to
be transferred, selecting of Virtual Machine and many other ones. This lad considered can be in terms of CPU
load, amount of memory used, delay or Network load.
The time needed for finishing a job inside one operation is real gamey. Thus the project is split into a number of
sub projects and each sub task is passed on one task. The Proposed Load balancing algorithm is split into two stages.
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Figure 2: MapReduce Compute Distribution

A two-level task scheduling mechanism based on load balancing to meet dynamic requirements of users and obtain
a high resource utilization. It achieves load balancing by first mapping tasks to Virtual Machines and then Virtual
Machines to host resources, thereby improving the task response time, resource usage and overall performance of
the Cloud computing environment. In the first phase, find the CPU usage and storage taken for each representative
and also find available CPU cycle and memory of each VM. In a second phase compare the available resources and
required resources, if resources are available instance is to be added otherwise discard the instance finally returns
instance status to user. The CloudWatch monitoring service is a special storage engine that is designed for time series
data. On one end data collected periodically from servers and from other services is pumped into the monitoring
store, and at the other end clients can run queries against the store to extract data from it.

3.2

The Proposed Architecture

In this architecture, we have set of Hadoop hardware commodity and mobile cloud. We normally know that the
Hadoop can have the 3 copies of data, Two copies are retained in the same rack. One will be on the different rack.
The first two racks are same as Hadoop commodity hardware and the third is in other rack of Hadoop commodity
hardware. Along with that 3 copies, this system can also take many copies of demanded data in the mobile cloud. The
mobile data can easily available to the requested user rather than static storage area. If the user can give the request
to the data, the load balancing system can calculate the data available, the first preference of the load balancing
system is mobile data. Because it’s in a dynamic environment. If it is not available the load balancing system can
proceed towards the static web. The cost of the static network will be very high. Because most of the combined
and stored in HDFS or HbasedB. Before storing the data, the Map Reduce module can analyze the redundancy of
the data and lastly it will pull through the data in distributed environments after remove the redundancy of the
information.
In Load balancing module two different projects will run short on; one is compute the shortest track of the request
data address and the priority calculate module to the user. The shortest path will be calculated by using, Kruskal
and Dijikstra algorithm. The algorithm selection is applied according to the selection of the data, from the cloud.
After calculation of the shortest path then only the load balancer can verify the priority of the user then give the
address of the data server.

3.3

Priority Based Resource Allocation in Load Balancing

The priority based resource allocation in load balancing is show in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 The priority based resource allocation in load balancing
1: Input: UserServiceRequest
//Call Algorithm 2 to form the list of task based on priorities;
2: getglobalAvailableVMList and gloableUsedVMList and also availableResourceList from each cloud schedular;
// find the appropriate VMListfromeach cloud scheduler
3: If AP (R, AR) 6= φ then
// call Algorithm 1 load balancer
4: deployableVm=load-balancer(AP(R,AR));
5: Deploy service on deployableVM
6: deploy=true
7: Else if R has advance reservation and best effort task is running on any cloud then 11.
// Call Algorithm 3 CMMS for executing R with advance reservation
8: Deployed=true
9: Else if globalResourceAbleToHostExtraVM then
10: Start newVMInstance
11: Add VMToAvailbaleVMList
12: Deploy service on newVM
13: Deployed=true
14: Else
15: queueserviceReuest until
16: queueTime¿waitingTime
17: Deployed=false
18: End if
19: If deployed then
20: return successful
21: terminate
22: Else
23: return failure
24: terminal

4

Implementation

The execution of this system is acted in the Ubuntu environment. In the Ubuntu environment, we installed jdk1.
6.0, eclipse 3.4, Hadoop framework and finally Hbase. On the other side, we use the Android mobiles. All the system
and mobile node connect to the common WLAN Network. The user can pass the request via, system or mobile.
The data can be received from the system or mobile according to the resource availability. Most of the time it uses
the mobile data only. Because the mobiles are with in the range of mobile tower with very short distance. Using
suitable module to see the scope of the WLAN. About the level of the WLAN, we can see out the distance between
the requested node and data node. Granting to the distance and requested time priority the load balance can easily
represent the requested node and data node.

5

Results

Mobile Data:
The most of the user demanded data only movable into mobile data. Most familiar data default move to
mobile environment. The un familiar data cant reach initially. They can also have the chance to move mobile
environment when many user can demanded the same resource. According to the rate the data can be moved
to mobile environment.
Table 1 denotes the relationship between the no. of request % in a single data and no. of % to move to mobile
data. All the demanded requested not move into the mobile data. In that place our system make some weight
age to that node then finally transfer the data from one static place to another mobile place as a new copy. It
is clearly draw a graph in Figure 4.
Data Availability:
Table 2 denotes the relationship between the no. of request % resource availability in system node and %
resource availability in mobile node. This graph show the majority on the data in mobile nodes are very
familiar one. Few of them only belongs to the static nodes. It is shown in Figure 5.
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Table 1: The relationship between the no. of request % in a single data and no. of % to move to mobile data
s.no
1
2
3
4
5

No. of request % in a single data
55
65
80
90
100

No. of % to move mobile data card
10
25
35
45
65

Figure 4: The Result of Moving Mobile Data

Table 2: The relationship between the no. of request % in a single data and no. of % to move to mobile data
s.no
1
2
3
4
5

No. of Request %
35
46
80
90
100

% Resource Availability in System Node
0
20
30
45
65

% Resource Availability in Mobile Node
10
15
35
50
55

Table 3: The relationship between the no. of request %, % over all data available with mobile cloud, % over all data
available with out mobile cloud
s.no
1
2
3
4
5

No. of Request
% Per Minute
35
46
80
90
100

% over all data available
with mobile cloud
28
35
65
73
82

% over all data available
without mobile cloud
25
30
55
45
60
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Figure 6: The Data Availability
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Table 3 denotes the relationship between the no. of request %, % over all data available with mobile cloud, %
over all data available with out mobile cloud. This graph show the majority of the data in mobile nodes are
very familiar one. So the availability of requested data is high after completion of more number of iteration.
It is shown in the graph of Figure 6.
Table 4: The relationship between the % of data in static network and % of data move in dynamic network
Days
1
2
3
4
5

% of data in static network
99
98
95
92
92

% of data move in dynamic network
1
2
5
8
8

Figure 7: The Data Move in Networks
Table 4 denotes the relationship between the % of data in static network and % of data move in dynamic
network. This graph show the ratio between the mobile data and static data. Actually, the static data is very
huge when compared to the mobile data.

6

Conclusion

From the above result we conclude that the mobile data act a main role in resource allocation in dynamic environment.
The dynamic resource allocation is a old concept in cloud computing but in mobile computing it is now developing.For
the purpose it is very slow in our demo.On the following days it will move towards fast and efficient. Simply adjust
the WLAN speed and load balancing capacity to improve this system very effectively and efficiently.
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Abstract
In this paper, a computation allocation algorithm for multi-view video coding is proposed to aim at higher
compression efficiency with considering computational resource availability. Based on analyzing results of interview motion vector correlation and rate distortion costs between views, the limited computation resources can
be allocated efficiently according to the motion vector difference and rate distortion cost of the macroblock. In
addition, in order to receive accurate global disparity vectors, a global disparity vector (GDV) normalization
algorithm is also applied to smooth the global disparity vector for the purpose of shifting the information of the
main view to the auxiliary view. Simulation results demonstrate that our proposed algorithm can maintain a
quality performance and restrain the bit-rate increasing with low and limited computation resource support.
Keywords: Computation Allocation; Motion Vector Difference; Multi-view Video Coding; Rate-distortion Cost

1

Introduction

In order to provide the ability of compressing video data from multiple views, the multi-view video coding (MVC) [1],
which is the extension of the H.264/AVC video coding standard, has been standardized. The coding blocks of MVC
are almost the same as the intrinsic coding blocks of H.264/AVC except that the disparity estimation operations
are also executed in different views. Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b) illustrate the frame referring structures between
frames and views for H.264/AVC and H.264/MVC [2], respectively. As a result, the computational complexity of
H.264/MVC is expected to be much higher than that of H.264/AVC since additional disparity estimation operations
are required between views.
Lowering the computational burdens of H.264/MVC with slightly sacrificing PSNR and increasing ignorable bitrate receive many attentions in the research of H.264/MVC. Shen et al. [3] and Peng et al. [4] use the mode and
rate distortion cost information from previous frames and views to predict the best mode of the current macroblock.
Zhu et al. [5] observe that disparity vectors (DV) always have a disorder phenomenon by analyzing the disparity
vector correlation between views. To solve this problem, the authors present some equations to smooth the disparity
vectors with large variations. Afterwards, the smoothed disparity vectors can be used as the search center for the
current block by incorporating a search range decision algorithm. The search range algorithm proposed in [5] further
considers the disparity vector variation in the temporal domain. Also some researches [6, 7, 8] have discussed how
to match the correlation between views by moving the global disparity vectors.
Motivated from the high computational complexity concern of H.264/MVC, this paper proposes a computation
allocation algorithm for multi-view video coding to reduce the computational overheads and effectively use the
computational resources. Based on inter-view motion vector analysis [9], the computational resource allocation
algorithm is thus proposed to effectively dispatch the computation for mode decision and motion estimation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the analysis of motion vector difference
and rate distortion cost of different views in MVC. The proposed algorithm is presented in Section 3. Section 4 shows
the simulation results. Finally, Section 5 gives the conclusion.
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Figure 1: Reference frame structure (a) H.264/AVC (b) H.264/MVC

2
2.1

Analysis of MVD and RD-cost
Global Disparity Vector Normalization

To accurately analyze the relationship between views, the effect caused by inaccurate global disparity estimation as
mentioned in [5] has to be eliminated. Therefore, we modify some equations mentioned in [5] to further improve the
accuracy of the global disparity vector. In our modification, the disparity vector, DV (i, j)t , of macroblock (i,j) at
current frame t, and the normalized global disparity vector N GDVt−1 at the previous frame is used to calculate the
angles. If the angle between disparity vector of the current encoding macroblock and the previous global disparity
vector N GDVt−1 exceeds 90o , the disparity vector will require to be adjusted. The normalized global disparity vector
can be calculated as Equation (1):

 PM −1 PN −1
 i=0 j=0 N DV (i,j)t |t > 0 
×N
PM −1 PM
N GDVt =
(1)
N −1
 i=0 j=0 DV (i,j)t
|t = 0 
M ×N

where t is the frame index; M is the number of macroblocks in the frame width; N refers to the number of macroblocks
in the frame height; and N DV (i, j)t means the normalized disparity vector of macroblock(i,j) at current frame t.
The calculation of N DV (i, j)t in [5] is listed in Equation (2), (3), (4) as follows:
N DV (i, j)t
DV 0 (i, j)t
DVP RED
R

median(DV 0 (i, j)t , DV (T )t , DV (B)t , DV (L)t , DV (R)t )


DV (i, j)t , If θ(DV (i, j)t , N GDVt−1 ) ≤ 90o
=
DVP RED , Otherwise
P
DV (N B)t
=
, where DV (N B)t ∈ R
K


θ(DV (N B)t , N GDVt−1 ) ≤ 90o
=
DV (N B)t
|DV (N B)xt − DV (i, j)xt | + |DV (N B)yt − DV (i, j)yt | = dmin
=

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

where DV (T )t , DV (B)t , DV (L)t , and DV (R)t indicate the neighboring disparity vectors as shown in Figure 2. In
Equation (5), x and y denote the magnitude of the disparity vectors in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.
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K is the size of set R. θ(a, b) is the function which can be used to calculate the angle between element a and b. If
the angles between DV (N B)t and N GDVt−1 are less than 90o , we propose to calculate the minimum Manhattan
distance between DV (i, j)t and DV (N B)t . After the above normalization process, we can get smoother disparity
vectors as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2: The distribution of disparity vectors and neighboring disparity vectors (DVN B )

Figure 3: A field of disparity vectors for the 25th frame of V1 in Ballroom sequence (a) original disparity vector (b)
normalized DV (i, j)t

2.2

Motion Vector Difference Analysis

In this subsection, we provide some analyses to show the motion vector relationship between views. The analytical
conditions are described as follows. The test sequences of Ballroom and Exit are used; Search Range (SR) is set to
±96 pixels; two reference views are used; and Group Of Picture (GOP) is 16.
Figure 4 shows the maximum absolute motion vector difference relationship for three different views. Here, the
maximum absolute motion vector difference for macroblock (i, j) is calculated by Equation (6) in which the terms
of M V D(i, j)x and M V D(i, j)y are the motion vector differences in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.
M V D(i, j) = M AX(|M V D(i, j)x |, |M V D(i, j)y |).

(6)

From Figure 4, we can observe that the maximum absolute motion vector difference has slight disparity between
views due to the camera setting position in multi-view system. Therefore, it means that it is possible to predict the
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Figure 4: Motion vector difference in the temporal domain of different views for Ballroom (640 × 480) sequence (a)
V0 (b) V1 (c) V2
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motion vector difference of a certain view from another view by simply considering the disparity. Figure 5 illustrates
how the motion vector differences are moved by considering disparity. As a result, we further analyze the correlation
for motion vector difference between the main view and the auxiliary view by using N GDVV 0 and N GDVV 2 . Let
DV 0 denotes the disparity which comes from V0, DV 2 denotes the disparity which comes from V2, which are defined
in Equation (7). Here, the difference between motion vector differences is denoted as DM V D for V0 and V2 as
Equation (8) shown.
i
h
N GDVVx0
DVx 0 =
16
DVy 0 =

h

N GDVVy0
16

i

DVx 2

=

h

N GDVVx2
16

i

DVy 2 =

h

N GDVVy2
16

i

(7)

DM V DV 0 = M V DV 1 (i, j) − M V DV 0 (i + DVx 0 , j + DVy 0 )
DM V DV 2 = M V DV 1 (i, j) − M V DV 2 (i + DVx 2 , j + DVy 2 )

(8)

Figure 6 provides the analytical results of DMVD for different test sequences. From this figure, we can observe
that over 75% of macroblocks have zero DMVD. In other words, it means that the motion vector difference in the
main view after shifting will be similar to the motion vector difference in the auxiliary view. In addition, the DMVD
of the remaining 15% macroblocks is between the range of -10 and 10. This situation is mainly caused by the light
refraction problem of the camera. Therefore, based on the analytical results shown in Figure 6, we can use the
motion vector differences in the main views to predict the motion vector difference of the un-encoded macroblocks
in the auxiliary view.

Figure 5: The motion vector differences are moved by considering disparity

2.3

Rate Distortion Cost Analysis

To achieve better rate distortion performance, the rate distortion cost values are widely adopted to evaluate the
prediction results [10]. Therefore, we also analyze the rate distortion cost correlation between the main view and the
auxiliary view. Figure 7 shows the analytical results of rate distortion costs. In this figure, the term J means the rate
distortion cost. From this figure, we can observe that the macroblocks with higher motion activity will have higher
rate distortion cost. Therefore, these analytical results can provide some information for guiding the computational
complexity distribution process in our proposed algorithm.

3
3.1

Proposed Computation-Aware Algorithms
Computation Allocation in Each Frame

Figure 8 shows the flowchart of our proposed computation allocation algorithm for H.264/MVC. Our proposed
algorithm is briefly described below. First, the motion vector differences and global disparity vectors of V0 and V2
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Figure 7: Rate distortion cost distribution of 16 × 16 on Ballroom(640 × 480) sequence for various views (a) V0 (b)
V1 (c) V2
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are obtained. Afterwards, we use the motion vector differences, which have been shifted by global disparity vectors in
the main view, to predict motion vector difference value (P M V DV 1 ) in the auxiliary view as defined in Equation (9)
and Equation (10). If the macroblocks of V1 have been covered by both of V0 and V2, the MVDs of V2 have the
higher priority to be used.
P M V DV 1 (i, j)

=

M V DV 0 (i + DVx 0 , j + DVy 0 )

(9)

P M V DV 1 (i, j)

=

M V DV 2 (i + DVx 2 , j + DVy 2 )

(10)

Figure 8: Computation allocation flowchart in one frame
Once the P M V DV 1 (i, j) has been calculated, it will be used for calculating the search points in the auxiliary
view by using Equation (11) and the available number of search points will be calculated as well by additionally
considering the computational cost as shown in Equation (12) and Equation (13).
SPP red (i, j)

=

SPT otal

=

SPV 1 (i, j)

(2 × P M V DV 1 (i, j) + 1)2

(2 × SR + 1)2
SPP red (i, j)
= PN −1 PM −1
× CM ax × M × N × SPT otal × ρ
i=0
j=0 SPP red (i, j)

(11)
(12)
(13)

where SPT otal is the required search points to calculate the RD-cost of one unit of CM odem . SR represents the
search range. ρ can be adjusted for various coding complexities. The definition of maximum computation cost
(CM AX = 7) is based on reference paper [10] and the proportions of each mode are shown in Table 1. After the
search points are allocated, the mode checking priority suggested in [11] is adopted in our proposed algorithm to
execute the motion estimation process subject to the allocated search points. In [11], the mode checking priority is
decided by considering the rate distortion costs as shown in Equation (14) and Equation (15).
M ode
JM odem (i, j)

= {M odem |1 ≤ m ≤ 4}, where M odem ∈ {mode16×16 , mode16×8 , mode8×16 , mode8×8 }

(14)

= {JM odem ≤ JM odem+1 |, 1 ≤ m < 4},

(15)

where m represents index of mode. However, it has to be pointed out that since displacement exists between views,
the mode checking order also needs to move to the corresponding macroblock position by considering the global
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disparity as shown in Equation (16) and Equation (17).
JM odemV 1 (i, j)
JM odemV 1 (i, j)

= JM odemV 0 (i + DVx 0 , j + DVy 0 )

(16)

DVy 2 ),

(17)

= JM odemV 2 (i +

DVx 2 , j

+

where M odemV 1 is the predicted mode in compliance with checking order in V 1. Here, the m = 1 represents the
best prediction coding mode of current macroblock. Afterwards, we further define a set called A as defined in
Equation (18) which consists of the information of rate distortion cost (A[p][0]) and macroblock horizontal index
(A[p][1]) of all macroblocks of an entire frame and macroblock vertical index (A[p][2]) of all macroblocks of an entire
frame. Similarly, the set A has to be sorted in descending order according to the rate distortion costs so that the
condition of Equation (19) can be satisfied. It has to be noticed that the macroblock index stored in set A is required
to be moved accordingly. Finally, the computation allocation process will be executed and repeated for macroblocks
in compliance with the checking order specified in set A until the remaining search points become zero.
A[p]

=

A[p][0] ≥

{{JM ode1V 1 (i, j), i, j}|0 ≤ i < M, 0 ≤ j < N }

(18)

A[p + 1][0]∀0 ≤ p < M × N

(19)

Table 1: Relative ration of computation time for each mode [10]
Weight
CM odem

3.2

Direct
0

16 × 16
1

Mode
16 × 8 8 × 16
1
1

8×8
4

CM AX
7

Computation Allocation in Each MB

Figure 9 shows the flowchart of our proposed search method algorithm. In our proposed search method, the allocated
search point SPV 1 (i, j) is used to determine whether the remaining search points are able to complete a full search or
not [12]. If the search points are not able to complete a full search, the search method will switch to TZ search [13]
to save the computational cost.

3.3

Calibration of Predicted Motion Vector Difference

However, we can’t guarantee to obtain P M V DV 1 (i, j) successfully for all macroblocks by only V0 or V2 due to the
different directions and the different magnitudes of the global disparity vector. As a result, we use both MVDs of V0
and V2 to obtain P M V DV 1 for those macroblocks which lack of information as Equation (10). Figure 10 shows this
condition and illustrates how the P M V DV 1 have been selected. From Figure 10, we can observe that the MVDs of
V0 can be used to predict MVDs of V1 labelled by pink area. The red area is lack of MVDs, so we also use MVDs
of V2 to predict MVDs of V1.
As a result, we also try different mechanisms to compare the performance:
Mechanism 1: If the macroblocks of V1 have been covered by both of V0 and V2, the MVDs of V0 have the higher
priority to be used. In other words, only the unfilled area in V1 would be filled by MVDs of V2.
Mechanism 2: In this mechanism, the PMVDs of overlapped area are derived by averaging the MVDs of V0 and
V2.

4

Simulation Results

This section exhibits simulation results to demonstrate the efficiency of our proposed computation allocation algorithm. The simulation settings are shown in Table 2.
The Bjontegaard delta peak signal to noise ratio (BDPSNR), Bjontegaard delta bit-rate (BDBR) [14] and coding complexity are used for comparison in our paper. Tables 3 ∼ 6 show the rate distortion performance and
coding complexity comparisons for our proposal compared with H.264/MVC references software JMVC8.5 [2] and
the graphical results are shown in Figure 11. Since our proposal could be the first work which has considered the
computational resource for mode decision in H.264/MVC, we only compare our proposal to a simple method called
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Figure 9: Computation allocation flowchart in each MB

Figure 10: Illustration of PMVD selection from MVDs of V0 and V2

Table 2: Experimental environment in proposed algorithm
Codec
Test sequences
QP
Search range
GOP
Encoding format
Coding frame

JMVC8.5
Ballroom (640 × 480), Exit (640 × 480), Race (640 × 480)
28, 32, 36, 40
32
16
Hierarchical B
81

100
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computation restricted search (CRS) method. The CRS method only evenly distributes the available search points
for each prediction mode. In addition, CRS plus mode priority is to incorporate mode priority of Equation (15) to
give the search points to the MB with higher priority. Afterwards, the motion estimation process by spiral search
will be terminated if the allocated search points have run out. From the results, we can observe that our proposed
method has better performance in both rate distortion performance and coding complexity saving. On average, our
proposed algorithm can achieve 0.335dB BDPSNR improvement and a 7.4% BDBit-Rate decrease on average when
compared to CRS for 640 × 480 resolution sequences in lower computation cost. It can achieve 0.058 dB BDPSNR
improvement and a 1.1% BDBit-Rate decrease on average when compared to CRS for 1024 × 768 resolution sequence
in lower computation cost. When we get higher computation cost for coding, our proposed algorithm can achieve
0.172dB BDPSNR improvement and a 3.7% BDBit-Rate decrease on average for 640 × 480 resolution sequences; our
proposed algorithm also can achieve 0.040dB BDPSNR improvement and a 0.8% BDBit-Rate decrease on average for
1024 × 768 resolution sequences. For the coding complexity for low resolution sequences comparison, our proposed
algorithm only needs 16.8% coding complexity which is much less than that of CRS. In addition, for high motion
sequence, our proposed algorithm can achieve much higher performance than CRS.
Table 3: Performance comparisons of the algorithm with CRS by JMVC 8.5 (Lower computation cost)
Sequence(640 × 480)
Ballroom
Exit
Race
Average

BDPSNR (dB)
CRS Proposed
-0.319
-0.158
-0.232
-0.102
-0.852
-0.165
-0.476
-0.141

BDBit-Rate (kbits/s)
CRS
Proposed
6.8%
2.8%
7.2%
3.5%
17.7%
3.5%
10.6%
3.2%

Coding Complexity (%)
CRS
Proposed
26.4
22.5
26.1
12.3
21.6
15.7
24.7
16.8

Table 4: Performance comparisons of the algorithm with CRS by JMVC 8.5 (Lower computation cost)
Sequence (1024 × 768)
Ballroom
Exit
Race
Average

BDPSNR (dB)
CRS Proposed
-0.149
-0.033
-0.067
-0.040
-0.053
-0.022
-0.090
-0.032

BDBit-Rate (kbits/s)
CRS
Proposed
2.9%
0.8%
1.5%
0.9%
1.1%
0.5%
1.8%
0.7%

Coding Complexity (%)
CRS
Proposed
26.2
25.1
26.4
26.5
26.3
26.4
26.3
26.0

Table 5: Performance comparisons of the algorithm with CRS by JMVC 8.5 (Middle computation cost)
Sequence (640 × 480)
Ballroom
Exit
Race
Average

BDPSNR (dB)
CRS Proposed
-0.142
-0.066
-0.095
-0.042
-0.525
-0.140
-0.254
-0.082

BDBit-Rate (kbits/s)
CRS
Proposed
3.2%
1.5%
2.6%
1.1%
10.7%
2.7%
5.5%
1.8%

Coding Complexity (%)
CRS
Proposed
50.5%
36.9
50.8%
33.4
38.8%
30.0
46.7%
33.4

Figure 12 shows the subjective quality and PSNR comparison of the Ballroom sequence under different computations. We can find that when the computation is 0.05%, there are slightly distortions on face of the dancer. But
when the computation is up to 6%, the subjective quality and the PSNR are improved. Figure 13 shows the hit-rate
which means the probability the proposed algorithm selects the same mode as JMVC 8.5 under different coding
times (computations). Exit sequence has outstanding hit-rate performance; if the computation is up to 0.05%, the
hit-rate is over 90%. Our proposed algorithm can accurately select the best prediction mode.
Tables 7 ∼ 8 show the performance comparison of the proposed algorithm and CRS plus mode priority for Race1
sequence. Although CRS plus mode priority gets better performance compared with CRS, our proposed algorithm
can achieve 0.04 BDPSNR improvement and a 0.65% BDBit-Rate decrease compared with CRS plus priority. Table
9 shows the performance comparison of different PMVD derivation mechanisms. From this table, we can find that
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Figure 11: Performance comparison of rate-distortion curves of the proposed algorithm and CRS in V1

Figure 12: The subjective quality and PSNR comparison of the Ballroom sequence under different computations (a)
0.05% (b) 6% (c) 10% (d) 100%
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Table 6: Performance comparisons of the algorithm with CRS by JMVC 8.5 (Higher computation cost)
Sequence (1024 × 768)
Ballroom
Exit
Race
Average

BDPSNR (dB)
CRS Proposed
-0.089
-0.006
-0.034
-0.023
-0.034
-0.009
-0.052
-0.012

BDBit-Rate (kbits/s)
CRS
Proposed
1.7%
0.1%
0.8%
0.5%
0.7%
0.2%
1.1%
0.3%

Figure 13: The mode hit-rate

Coding Complexity (%)
CRS
Proposed
50.7
48.6
51.2
50.9
53.7
53.6
51.9
51.0

103
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the Mechanism2 receives better performance than Original and Mechanism1. ”Original” is the method mentioned
before mechanism1 and mechanism2 which MVDs of V2 has the priority to be used.
Table 7: Performance comparisons of the proposed algorithm and CRS plus mode priority for Race1 sequence
QP
28
32
36
40

CRS
36.5953
34.3964
32.2517
29.9848

PSNR(dB)
CRS+Mode Priority
36.6748
34.4752
32.3674
30.0178

Proposed
36.6862
34.5393
32.3718
30.0261

CRS
602.1126
360.3704
242.3970
186.5926

Bit-Rate (kbits/s)
CRS+Mode Priority
568.7022
332.3644
212.7615
166.6459

Proposed
552.4267
321.9141
218.5985
167.6563

Table 8: Performance comparisons of the proposed algorithm and CRS plus mode priority
Sequence
Race1

CRS
-0.852

BDPSNR(dB)
CRS+Mode Priority
-0.277

Proposed
-0.237

CRS
17.74%

BDBit-Rate (kbits/s)
CRS+Mode Priority Proposed
4.75%
4.10%

Table 9: Performance comparisons of different PMVD prediction mechanisms
Sequences

5

Original

Ballroom
Exit
Race1

34.3891
36.8559
34.5393

Ballroom
Exit
Race1

319.1926
107.9432
321.9141

Mechanism 1 Mechanism 2
PSNR(dB)
34.3523
34.4095
36.8009
36.8693
34.5367
34.5639
Bitrate (kbps)
333.8025
315.1679
111.3556
106.9012
324.1659
319.0963

Conclusion

This paper presents a computation allocation algorithm by inter-view motion vector difference calibration for multiview video coding. First, a global disparity vector normalization algorithm is modified in this paper to improve the
accuracy of a global disparity vector so that the modified GDV could be as accurate as possible. After modified GDV,
we apply the GDV to predict motion vector difference. In order to predict motion vector difference accurately, we
present the better method for predicting motion vector difference. In addition, this paper also proposes a computation
allocation algorithm for efficiently dispatching the computation resources for mode decision and motion estimation
under computational constraint. Simulation results show that our proposed algorithm can achieve less computational
resource requirement with ignorable rate distortion performance degradation and get better performance.
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